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1. ANALYSIS OF THE MAJOR DEFICIENCIES DETECTED DURING THE NON-DISCRIMINATORY INSPECTIONS
For the purpose of this annual report, the following have been considered to be major deficiencies:

The major deficencies detected are related with the documentation requirments specially the lack of the authorisation of transport , during the jo

Although in Portugal the amount of long journey transport, is reduced there is a need to improve the controls of journey log and navigation satelli

2. ACTION PLAN TO ADDRESS THE DEFICIENCIES DESCRIBED UNDER POINT 1.

In November to 2014, there was a training meeting to address the controls of jouney logs and navigation satellite system records by the competent au

It's previewed on the annual control plan that the regions should perform controls at the end of the journey, in a specific percentage. On the meetings

We'll enforce the strategy defined to address this subject, trough the monitoring of the controls, training of the offical Veterinarians and on the meeting

ATORY INSPECTIONS

risation of transport , during the journey

f journey log and navigation satellite system records after the end of the Jouney. Nevertheless we would like to point that is necessary to preview the development of an EU strategy on this

ystem records by the competent authorities. On this training meeting, for the representatives of the regions the subject was adressed and pratical cases were evaluated

ecific percentage. On the meetings with the regional services it was enphasized the need to control the documentation at the end of the journey to evaluate the journey log, the tacoghraph and t

al Veterinarians and on the meetings and comunications with the regional services. In a short time period we'll prepare an internal comunication to the regions on this subject, giving note of this

ment of an EU strategy on this subject, in order to allow a proper implementation of the navigation satellite system requirements by the competent authorities and the transporters.
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